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Who we are

A hub of excel-
lence based 
in EU-Estonia 
to produce 
and distribute
our own portfolio
of lifestyle 
organic cosmetic 
brands

5 Certified 
organic farms in
Kamchatka,
Khakassia,
Sakhalin & 
Kunashir, 
Saaremaa islands 

Production in 
compliance with 
ISO 9001 and ISO 
22716 (GMP)

Constant product 
innovation Over 
1500 SKU 



Philosophy
 
In a few places there are still unique natural vegetated areas preserved where plants grow freely, 
naturally and plentiful. �To direct this vital power for health and beauty, we use modern production 
technology and strict control in all stages of production process. Thanks to this wild plants open 
their maximum potential.

Mission
Natural and healthy cosmetic products have proven their benefit, we believe in our products and 
professionals. �The purpose of establishing factory in Estonia is to offer high quality products with 
reasonable price that are made of herbs that are grown in wild, clean nature in local and EU market.

Vision 
Our target is to reach to the consciousness of people that usage of our high quality products 
provides beauty, vital power and well-being. Our goal is that our products will be placed next
to reputable brands in stores.

Values
We want, we can and we know how to do things properly and sustainably to meet client´s 
expectations and regulative normative.



Our 
International 
Awards



 Eco & Bio
Certification



COSMOS

In July 2010 an international non-commercial association           
COSMOS-standard AISBL, found by European certificating            
organizations BDIH (Germany), ECOCERT and COSMEBIO 
(France), ICEA (Italy) and the Soil Association (UK) was finally 
formed.
 
This association has developed an international standard of natu-
ral and organic cosmetics COSMOS-standard; it joints together 
European certification schemes into one standard. This is the 
most united demanding standards of quality for organic and          
natural cosmetics in Europe.
 
Besides the basic principles of COSMOS it is important not only 
how product was obtained, but also how it will biodegrade, what 
intermediate stage during preparation were used. If genetically 
modified organisms or products were used during ingredients     
obtaining, it cannot be certified or approved by COSMOS.



ECOCERT 

ECOCERT: an inspection and certification body for sustainable   
development. Founded in 1991 in France, it conducts inspections 
in over 80 countries, making it one of the largest organic certifica-
tion organizations in the world.� Guaranteeing purity and quality, 
the ECOCERT certificate is both the most stringent and prestigious 
standard among the manufacturers of natural and organic cosmet-
ics.�It establishes requirements for formulations of manufactured 
products containing natural ingredients and for the quality of      
vegetable raw materials. The use of animal ingredients and the 
practice of animal testing are prohibited.
Organic ingredients used in cosmetics must comply with 
ECOCERT requirements: seeds of plants are not subjected to       
genetic modification.
Chemical fertilizers are not used on farms. Pesticides are not used. 
Pest control is carried out with the help of natural enemies                 
or non-toxic alternatives approved by ECOCERT.
Products are manufactured and stored in eco-friendly premises.
Special documentation procedures allow you to track the produc-
tion of cosmetics, from quality raw materials and packaging to its 
final delivery to the consumer.�Twice a year, ECOCERT conducts an 
inspection of production lines to confirm that all of its require-
ments are being carried out. ECOCERT not only regulates the 
components of its cosmetic products, but the entire production 
process.� Products certified by Ecocert are eco-friendly as well        
as the enterprise which produce it.
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ECOCERT: an inspection and certification body for sustainable   
development. Founded in 1991 in France, it conducts inspections 
in over 80 countries, making it one of the largest organic certifica-
tion organizations in the world.� Guaranteeing purity and quality, 
the ECOCERT certificate is both the most stringent and prestigious 
standard among the manufacturers of natural and organic cosmet-
ics.�It establishes requirements for formulations of manufactured 
products containing natural ingredients and for the quality of      
vegetable raw materials. The use of animal ingredients and the 
practice of animal testing are prohibited.
Organic ingredients used in cosmetics must comply with 
ECOCERT requirements: seeds of plants are not subjected to       
genetic modification.
Chemical fertilizers are not used on farms. Pesticides are not used. 
Pest control is carried out with the help of natural enemies                 
or non-toxic alternatives approved by ECOCERT.
Products are manufactured and stored in eco-friendly premises.
Special documentation procedures allow you to track the produc-
tion of cosmetics, from quality raw materials and packaging to its 
final delivery to the consumer.�Twice a year, ECOCERT conducts an 
inspection of production lines to confirm that all of its require-
ments are being carried out. ECOCERT not only regulates the 
components of its cosmetic products, but the entire production 
process.� Products certified by Ecocert are eco-friendly as well        
as the enterprise which produce it.
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VEGAN 

VEGAN SOCIETY
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 Worldwide
Distribution



67+



  

EXCLUSIVE POSITION AT THE MOST WORLD’S FAMOUS STORES
WITH CONTINUOUS ADVERTISING AND PROMO SUPPORT
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A hub of excel-
lence based 
in EU-Estonia 
to produce 
and distribute
our own portfolio
of lifestyle 
organic cosmetic 
brands

5 Certified 
organic farms in
Kamchatka,
Khakassia,
Sakhalin & 
Kunashir, 
Saaremaa islands 

Production in 
compliance with 
ISO 9001 and ISO 
22716 (GMP)

Constant product 
innovation Over 
1500 SKU 

At present we produce over 1500 SKU under 9 brand names featuring Natura Siberica, Planeta Organica, Organic 
Shop, Dr.Konopka’s, Natura Estonica, Rezepte der Oma Gertrude, Organic People, Recipes of Babushka Agafia.     
Our range  of goods comprises skincare, personal care, hair care, SPA treatments, baby care and even natural laundry 

detergents and cleaners.





ORGANIC SHOP 



PLANETA ORGANICA -

-



 
Fifteen years ago, we met a Siberian herb doctor, AGAFIA 
YERMAKOVA. As a child, she began by helping her             
grandmother pick herbs and use them as medicine for healing 
people. 

When Agafia grew up and became an herb doctor herself, she 
still kept  writing her own new recipes in her notebook.           
We visited her in Siberia and, having seen our love and
appreciation of plants, faith in their healing power and our 
own extensive experience, she has let us use her recipes for 
manufacturing cosmetic products. That’s how the story of the 
“RECIPES OF BABUSHKA AGAFIA” cosmetic line began. We 
have not changed the herbs in any of her formulas, as each 
herb fortifies the action of another one; we faithfully adhere   
to the RECIPES OF BABUSHKA AGAFIA. 

Wide range of beauty products  from head to toe for every
skin type. 
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Fifteen years ago, we met a Siberian herb doctor, AGAFIA 
YERMAKOVA. As a child, she began by helping her             
grandmother pick herbs and use them as medicine for healing 
people. 

When Agafia grew up and became an herb doctor herself, she 
still kept  writing her own new recipes in her notebook.           
We visited her in Siberia and, having seen our love and
appreciation of plants, faith in their healing power and our 
own extensive experience, she has let us use her recipes for 
manufacturing cosmetic products. That’s how the story of the 
“RECIPES OF BABUSHKA AGAFIA” cosmetic line began. We 
have not changed the herbs in any of her formulas, as each 
herb fortifies the action of another one; we faithfully adhere   
to the RECIPES OF BABUSHKA AGAFIA. 

Wide range of beauty products  from head to toe for every
skin type. 
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In the south of Germany there lives a wonderful GRANDMOTHER 
GERTRUDE, her entire life she collects and studies healing herbs 
and plants, explores their useful properties and actions, creates 
unique home remedies for skin and hair care, which help to pre-
serve health and beauty. Using her knowledge and years of           
experience we have created a new line of cosmetics based on   
natural herbs and plants –“REZEPTE DER OMA GERTRUDE”.

All products of the line have German environmental certificate 
BDIH and meet its high standards.



NATURA ESTONICA BIO cosmetics are formulated using 
plants filled with energy and strength, containing the necessary 
vitamins and micronutrients to leave hair and skin looking and 
feeling their best All NATURA ESTONICA BIO products con-
tain natural and certified organic extracts and oils FREE from 
mineral oils, SLS/SLES and parabens Wide range of shampoos, 
conditioners and hair masks — choose the most suitable care for 
your hair type.�Bath and body care range contains various body 
creams, body scrubs, shower gels and bath foam.



Desire to be closer to the nature, to care about our health and 
our planet has become a philosophy of life for many of us. 
Indeed, why do we use chemicals, while nature can give us 
much more? Thus the idea was born to create truly natural 
cosmetics for household cleaning - «ORGANIC PEOPLE».

Home cleansers by «ORGANIC PEOPLE» consist of natural 
ingredients, they are enriched with highly effective, valuable     
organic extracts and oils. All organic extracts and oils are care-
fully selected depending on specific tasks and actions of each 
product.

The best way to make the house clean - natural, pleasant and 
really effective home cleaning products by ORGANIC PEOPLE. 
Wide range of cleaning products.



In July 2010 an international non-commercial association           
COSMOS-standard AISBL, found by European certificating            
organizations BDIH (Germany), ECOCERT and COSMEBIO 
(France), ICEA (Italy) and the Soil Association (UK) was finally 
formed.
 
This association has developed an international standard of natu-
ral and organic cosmetics COSMOS-standard; it joints together 
European certification schemes into one standard. This is the 
most united demanding standards of quality for organic and          
natural cosmetics in Europe.
 
Besides the basic principles of COSMOS it is important not only 
how product was obtained, but also how it will biodegrade, what 
intermediate stage during preparation were used. If genetically 
modified organisms or products were used during ingredients     
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Thank you
For attention!


